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Horoscope Report Name



Gayathri.N



Sex



Female



Date and Time of Birth



27031993, 07:27:00 AM, Saturday



Place of Birth



New delhi



Latitude, Longitude, Time Zone



28:39 N,077:13 E, (GMT + 5:30E)



Sunrise



06:21:10 AM



Sunset



06:32:31 PM



Malayalam Date (Kolla Varsham)



1168 Minam 14



Astrological Day



Saturday



Janma Nazhika



After Sunrise 2 Nazhika 44 Vinazhika



Kalidinam



1860608



Nakshatra, Pada



Bharani, 4



Nakshatra Ganam, Name Letter



Human, (Li,Lu,Le,Lo)



Nakshatra Yoni



Male



Thithi



Chaturthi, Sukla Pasha



Karana



Vanija



Nithya Yoga



Vishkamba



Lagna Rasi, Lagna Lord



Mesha, Mars



Birth Rasi, Rasi Lord



Mesha, Mars



Ayanamsa



023:45:43



Sidereal Time



019:23:53



Dasa balance at Birth



Venus 3 Years 3 Month 0 Days



Rasi
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Planetary Position Planet Deg.:Min.:Sec. Lagna 005:28:46 Sun 342:39:32 Moon 024:29:53 Mars 082:50:08 Mercury 317:31:06 Jupiter 166:26:29 Venus 351:25:46 Saturn 302:23:17 Rahu 232:08:57 Ketu 052:08:57 Mandi 359:42:28 Uranus 268:08:43 Neptune 267:07:36 Pluto 209:42:17



Rasi Mesha Mina Mesha Mithuna Kumbha Kanya Mina Kumbha Vriscika Vrisha Mina Dhanus Dhanus Tula



Rasi Lord Mars Jupiter Mars Mercury Saturn Mercury Jupiter Saturn Mars Venus Jupiter Jupiter Jupiter Venus



Deg.:Min.:Sec. 05:28:46 12:39:32 24:29:53 22:50:08 17:31:06 16:26:29 21:25:46 02:23:17 22:08:57 22:08:57 29:42:28 28:08:43 27:07:36 29:42:17



Nakshatra Aswati Uthrattathi Bharani Punartham Chathayam Atham Revati Avittam Thrikketta Rohini Revati Uthradam Uthradam Vishakham



Pada 2 3 4 1 4 2 2 3 2 4 4 1 1 3



Dir Dir Dir Dir Dir Dir Ret Ret Dir Ret Ret Dir Dir Dir Ret



Predictions You are active, bold, courageous, enterprising and initiative. You would push up to get the first place in every aspect of life. You are aggressive, short tempered, but quickly cooled. You are indecisive and not good for planning or originating schemes. You are fooled by your charity to under serving people. You are not worried of risks and dangers but more worried about getting honor, rank position of high esteem. You spare no energy to reach your goal. You like hot food. You do not know how to work under many than to command many. You are in other words described as a good executive, with an open and frank mind. You are proved as a good leader or great hero within your surroundings but do not take interest in understanding others. You are found, hard to be guided, as your stubbornness, self opinionated activities dominate in you. Several times you are found as quarrelsome, whose actions lead to destructive ends. You bring many changes whether you are in religious activities in politics. You hate idle living and keep a change when routine methods do fail. Victory over others, courage and determination in the pursuit of honor or position chasing the shadow of obstacles through your enthusiasm is very distinctive. You adopt violent or rash methods for bringing a change and your feelings are turned to practical actions. You usually do not get much benefits from brothers. In course of time you alone would be with your parents. You will be interested in mountaineering. Frequently you will have to travel, many times shift your residence frequently. Generally you do not have much interest in bathing and in water and are usually afraid of water. PHYSICAL FEATURES : Though you may not become bulky, your body, would be muscular, and not very thin. Your neck and face would be very long. The head would be a little broad while the cheeks and jaws would be narrow. Eye brows would be good and the eyes would be a mixture of dark, red and brown colors. FORTUNE TREND: Yours is a changing fortune. Legal processes or difficulties are noticed in building up your fortune. In some persons the fortune is enhanced by marriage. Rural or Village industries or agriculture can also help you to build up your fortune. Own business or self enterprise may not progress well. Partnership dealings can be helpful. Unfortunate during childhood due to parents Relations do not help you. Earning and spending lead to little or no saving. Usually you spend for luxury with a carefree attitude. The extravagance in spending do not balance your earnings. Your prosperity is not in your home. Fortune is influenced by friends who are well placed and sincere, and men in authority or power can help you to develop steadily. SEX OUTLOOK AND LOVE : You are an impulsive open hearted lover, direct in your views. In love you do not take suggestions as you are naturally attracted to opposite
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sex. Your quick decisions regarding love may lead you to get married early. Your short tempered nature and bossing habit may at times mislead to have controversies with your partner. You wish your partner to be well dressed and good looking followed with discipline and timely fashions. You do not mind spending much for your partner but expect appreciation and fulfill your wishes. You wish your partner to be active and quick. The wealth or beauty of the partner is the cause of marriage.



HEALTH AND DISEASES : Usually, you are a healthy person with excessive heat and bile in your body. Piles, skin diseases, flatulence colic, pain in bowels, intestinal disorders such as ulcers, gastric troubles, eye defects, accidents, danger to hands or feet, cerebral meningitis, headaches and nervous disorders which are common to occur in your case. Control over excessive passions, cool thinking, care over diet, avoiding haste, and developing flexibility can keep you in better health. FRIENDS AND ENEMIES : Generally you have a good circle of friends who are highly placed, literally well versed, authoritative and sympathetic. Their influence over your career and fortune has much to say in success. Some friends are of reserved nature with proud personality. A few are research-men who are extremely attached to peculiar atmosphere and habits. Enemies mostly belong to publishing, religious and legal class who often come and interfere but none faces with and directly. Your habit is to win and to defeat them all the times. Relational enmity is also observed in many persons born under this sign. You know well to keep your friends in good mood and enemies threatened. PROFESSIONS : Military or Legal Professions, Security Force, Criminal Law, Managing Director, Bank Agency, Sectional Officer, Typist, Real Estate Agent, Sportsman, Veterinary Doctor, Surgeon, Fertilizer Company, Gynecologist, Dealer in Copper, Silver and Iron, Automobile Mechanics, Tax Officer, Mechanical Engineering, Fireworks, Chemist, Political Leadership are the professions best suited to you. YOUR POPULARITY KEY : Being a leader, you have to select the subject creating interest to the environment. You have a good expression and vocabulary at command. Speedy talk must be avoided to make others listen to your clearly. Excitements may cause you to use harsh tongue and irritability to listeners. Any way your ability is better as a good conversationalist. IMPORTANT YEARS in your life are 21, 25, 31, 34, 36, 42, 45, 51 and 52. FAVORABLE MONTHS are July 15th to September 14; December 15th to January 14th. FAVORABLE DAYS are Mondays, Thursdays and Sundays. FAVORABLE DIRECTIONS are East and North-East. FAVORABLE COLORS are Red and Brown. FAVORABLE NUMBERS are 1, 2, 3 and 9. FAVORABLE STONES are Ruby and Pushya Raga. FAVORABLE METAL are Copper and Gold. UNFAVORABLE MONTHS are September 15 to October 14th, March 15th to April 14th. UNFAVORABLE DAYS are Wednesdays and Thursday's Evenings. UNFAVORABLE DIRECTIONS are South, South-West and North-West. UNFAVORABLE COLORS are Green, Oceanic Blue. UNFAVORABLE NUMBERS are 4, 5, 6 and 7.



DISCLAIMER: Although based on indian astrology, we request you to consider this report as an independent work of Horomatching.com. The astrological calculations done are based on scientific equations and not on any specific published almanac. Therefore, comparisons between the calculations made by Horomatching.com and those published in almanacs are absolutely unwarranted. Horomatching.com shall not entertain any dispute on differences arising out of such comparisons. Horomatching.com cannot be held responsible for the decisions that may be taken by anyone based on this report. While we ensure that each report is prepared meticulously and with utmost care, we do not rule out the possibility of any unexpected errors.The software versions and the predictive text in the reports are subject to continuous modifications, including addition of new formulae.
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This is necessitated by the nature of the content and our constantly evolving research findings. We have adopted ''Chitrapaksha/Lahiri ayanamsa'' for all our calculations as it is the most popular and widely used ayanamsa system in India. The astrological calculations and predictions may differ in case a different ayanamsa is used. There are minor variations in the systems and practices followed by different regions of India and we have accommodated some of these variations in the regional language versions. As a result, the reports generated in different languages may not be exact translations. Also, all the language versions are not updated simultaneously
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Dec 11, 2015 - Own business or self enterprise may not progress well. ... In love you do not take suggestions as you are naturally attracted to opposite ... 
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